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SUMMARY
 

A long-range and long-life telemetry system for heart rate and multiple
 
body temperatures from free-ranging animals has been designed. This system
 
includes an implantable transmitter, external receiver-retransmitter collar,
 
and a microprocessor-controlled demodulator. The size of the implant is
 
suitable for animals with body weights of a few kilograms or more; further
 
size reduction of the implant is possible. The ECG is sensed by electrodes
 
designed for internal telemetry and ito reduce movement artifacts. The R-wave
 
characteristics are then specificalljy selected to trigger a short radio
 
frequency (RF) pulse. Temperatures are sensed at desired locations by
 

then, based on a heytbeat counter, transmitted interthermistors and 

mittently via pulse interval modulaion. This modulation scheme includes
 
first and last calibration interval4 for a reference by ratios with the
 
temperature intervals to achieve go d accuracy even over long periods. Pulse
 
duration and pulse sequencing are used to discriminate between heart rate
 
and temperature pulses as well as RF interference. The implanted transmitter
 
might be used alone for experiments on animals that frequent particular
 
locations within a large territory; on animals in virtually any laboratory
 
situation; or on animals in moderate-sized enclosures, such as those in a
 
zoological garden. The implanted transmitter is otherwise interfaced with
 
the receiver-retransmitter collar tfat employs commercial tracking equipment
 
to achieve the long-range transmission. Peak energy is consumed only during
 
the short RF pulses so that average current drain of either transmitter is
 
in the range of tenths of milliamperes. The RF pulses from either trans
mitter are processed by the microprocessor controlled demodulator for the
 
characteristics of pulse durations, intervals, and sequence. The output
 
provides analog beat-to-beat heart rate and periodically updated tempera
tures as well as digital display. Heart rates to several hundred beats per
 
minute (BPM) and body temperatures within a range of zero to 500 C with
 
0.10 C in resolution of change or better seem feasible. The objective of the
 
design was to achieve a high degree of experimental flexibility and overall
 
high quality in performance. The system was tested in prototype form on a
 
dog.
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INTRODUCTION
 

This report presents the design details and rationale of an experi
mentally versatile, long-range, long-life, telemetry data-acquisition system
 
for heart rate and multiple body temperatures. The design comprises an
 
implantable transmitter for short to medium range, a receiver/retransmitter
 
collar to be worn by the animal for long-range transmission, and a micro
processor-controlled demodulator with a signal conditioner interface circuit.
 
The other receivers and equipment that were used, including the collar
 
transmitter, were obtained commercially.
 

The parameters of heart rate and temperatures were selected for this
 
design for two major reasons. First, they have a low data rate requirement
 
so that signal-modulation is-compatible with the same principles of operation
 
of the small, long-range, long-life, telemetry tracking systems.
 
Specifically, the radio frequency (RF) pulses can be infrequent and several
 
milliseconds long as well as frequency-st'ble. These pulse characteristics
 
allow narrow-band reception and pulse widh discrimination in order to
 
achieve the effective long transmission range at low power costs. Tracking
 
systems have long been available and wide y used (refs. 1,2).
 

Second, these parameters are substantially influenced, either directly
 
or indirectly, by both the autonomic and central nervous systems, by the
 

Heart rate and temperatures,
endocrine system, and by metabolism.. 


particularly in combinations, can therefr e inherently serve to index many

and various interactive responses of animals to their environments. These
 

responses would include changes in activity, emotions, health, energy
 
allocations,,behavioral patterns, and biological rhythms. Illustrative
 
examples have -been presented elsewhere (e~g., refs. 3-5).
 

These parameters also require animal/instrumentation techniques that
 
are acceptable and not too difficult to use in a diversity of studies and
 
environmental situations. That is, compared to the data of a tracking
 
signal only, the gain of information from physiological data about the
 
responses of an animal can far-outweigh the added costs-in the necessary
 
initial procedural efforts of animal instrumentation.
 

-Reviews and reference lists of the state of the art of physiological
 
telemetry have been presented periodically (refs. 2,6-8). Pulse-interval
 
modulation (PIM) in the-telemetry designs for heart rate or temperatures
 

is not uncommon (refs. 9-14). At least one design-effort also has been able
 
to obtain heart rates at long range with implanted and external relay
 
transmitters (refs. 15,16). A temperature channel has recently been added
 
to that system (Long, Department of-Engineering, University of Wyoming,
 
personal communication). Also, statements for the justification of studies
 
that require physiological data from free-ranging animals and for the needs
 
of associated research and development were prepared as a report from a
 
NASA-sponsored 1973 Santa Cruz Summer Study and a subsequent Program Plan on
 
Wildlife-Monitoring (ref. 17). In short, the technical feasibility of a
 
research approach and the justification for it have been demonstrated.
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From the practical experimental point of view, however, the critical
 
factor is the achievement of the quality of'performance required to realize
 
sampling procedures in experimental designs that are inherent in the idea of
 
the use of indices. That is (except in the simpler applications), indices
 
based on physiological parameters, such as heart rate and body temperatures,
 
to assess animal responses will often require more or less continuous
 
records over time in order to note relative changes.' These changes can then
 
be related to the experimental context and to the stimuli that give rise to
 
the responses. Thus, large volumes of data are generated, and a high degree
 
of automated data processing is virtually mandatory.
 

The system to be described here offers a heart rate and multiple body
 
temperature capability but, in addition, has a number of features and
 
advantages to improve signal quality and to increase experimental flexi
bility. The specific details of the circuits presented here represent a
 
prototype that was designed, constructed, and tested in a Labrador dog at
 
the Ames Research Center. A descriptive overview of the performance
 
characteristics and design problems is presented first.
 

This work was initiated unde the support umbrella of The National
 
Research Coincil's Resident Resea ch Associate Program and was continued, in
 
part, through a grant (NSG 2293).
 

OVERVIEW
 

The implantable transmitter generates a radio frequency (RF) pulse of
 
several milliseconds duration for [each heartbeat. These pulses are
 
triggered from the specifically selected biopotential R-wave characteristics
 
of the electrocardiogram (ECG). Tests with the prototype show that the
 
R-wave detection is highly reliable. A crystal controlled oscillator is
 
used to achieve the narrow-band, high-power density, and frequency-stable
 
RF pulses.
 

Periodically, the transmitter's operation changes as determined by a
 
heartbeat counter. This is set to be every 50 heartbeats in the prototype.
 
A series of PIM temperature RF pulses are then transmitted within an
 
approximate 1-2-sec window. This temperature pulse series is at the same RF
 
as that for the heartbeats, but the pulse durations are approximately
 
doubled. The modulation scheme includes a two-point interval calibration
 
that helps to achieve continued accuracy over time with good measurement
 
resolution over a wide temperature range.
 

These RF signal characteristics are then received either directly at
 
short to medium range or after relay through the collar for long range. In
 
either case, the received signals are appropriately conditioned by an inter
face circuitry and then processed by the microprocessor. The interface
 
circuitry is adapted to condition a tone-burst output, in order to make it
 
compatible with commercial tracking receivers and field tape rcorders that
 
might be used for temporary data storage. The microprocessor then sorts the
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pulses according to their widths and to the programmed data treatment for
 
the other signal characteristics to give digital or analog outputs.
 

Since temperature variations occur slowly, the periodic cycle for trans

mission of data avoids unnecessary redundancy and conserves power both for
 

transmission and for circuit operation. Also, the rates of change in
 
temperature data are often correlated with heart rates so that sampling
 
redundancy inherently increases with heart rate. The R-waves are still
 

detected and counted by the implanted transmitter so that no information on
 
the number of heartbeats is lost during temperature transmission. Because
 

the temperature window is short, only a little heartbeat-to-beat information
 
is lost.
 

On the other hand, the transmission of each heartbeat does not involve
 

unnecessary redundancy. That is, animals that weigh only a few kilograms
 
spend most of their time resting or engaged in moderate activity; their
 

heart rates are then slow and match approximately a convenient pulse rate
 

for location and tracking. The transmitter's duty cycle is still low so
 
that further power reduction through reduced transmission rates is not
 

really necessary. Operation time from several months to more than a year
 
can be achieved, even within a small anim i. Also, many experiments will
 
require combinations between average heart rates for periods of time and
 

beat-to-beat changes at other times. Suc decisions about these formats are
 
better made when processing the data. In this regard, the temperature cycle
 

can be flagged optionally to obtain averages.
 

Figure 1 illustrates the various ways to interface the equipment for
 
experiment flexibility.
 

Temperature Modulation
 

The modulation scheme for temperatures is illustrated in figure 2. The
 
scheme involves ratios with the calibration values that are based on fixed
 

resistors within the transmitter's circuitry. The fixed resistors determine
 

the first and last intervals of the series of temperature pulses. The
 

intermediate intervals of the series are assigned sequentially to the
 

respective thermistors; there could be several thermistors if desired, but
 

only two are used in the prototype design. The interval between the 50th
 
heartbeat that triggers the series and the first temperature pulse is also
 

determined by the same calibration resistor. After the last temperature
 
pulse, a brief delay is insured before the next transmitted heart pulse is
 

permitted so that pulse separation always occurs. The fixed-calibration
 
resistors are selected to correspond to the highest and lowest resistances
 
of the thermistors used and the range of temperatures anticipated in
 

experiments.. A measured temperature interval is therefore a percentage of
 
the range defined by the calibration intervals and is then related to the
 
known thermistor temperature curves.
 

The ability to defihe limits for acceptance in demodulation of tle
 
pulse durations, intervals, and sequence characteristics helps guard against
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error. In addition, however, it allows the absence of error to be"
 
recognized automatically. That is, the microprocessor will not update
 
unless conditions are met, and this fact can be known in an automated way.
 
This is important when a telemetry system is used near the limits of its
 
capabilities. Under such conditions, the feature of doubling the tempera
ture pulses also inherently yields a periodic stronger signal. This-flag,
 
at least, helps to maintain the record of average heart rates when the noise
 
interference for good beat-to-beat information is too great.
 

Because the relationship between the fixed resistors and thermistors is
 
proportional, changes in circuit characteristics and power levels over time
 
minimally influence accuracy. Because all the information for the PIM is
 
transmitted in a short period of time, the variation in detection of the
 
leading edges of the pulses ("jitter") within the pulse series -should be
 
slight. The degree of jitter from one'pulse series to the next is of little
 
concern. For example, a temperature range of 500 C with 0.10 C measurement
 
resolution seems feasible within an average time requizement of less than
 
0.5 sec per temperature channel. The average from sample redundancy should
 
improve this resolution.
 

R-Waye Detection
 

The quality of performance ofjthis and similar heart-rate telemetry
 
systems depends first on the reliapility of the R-wave detection independent
 
of the animal's activity. Body movements and the choice of electrode
 
locations may cause variations of hmplitudes, waveforms, and polarity of the
 
ECG signals. There may be large a d rapid changes in the regularity and
 
frequency of heatbeats, and unwanted signals from various sources may cause
 
false triggering. The idea of a chronic implant within a healthy and
 
free-ranging animal must be kept Sinmind when trying to achieve an optimum
 
degree of success to correct for these problems. The implant must be
 
packaged adequately, and appropriate surgical procedures must be followed
 
in addition to giving considerations to both sensor and circuit design.
 
Simplicity and economy are desired for any solution, but not at the expense
 
of experimental objectives and performance requirements. The optimum also
 
will not be identical for different species or, for that matter, for
 
different experiments with the same species. The direction taken here
 
allows design and procedural variations to be made easily and noninter
actively.
 

A reasonably good first approach when the transmitter is implanted is
 
to locate the electrodes subcutaneously on the thoracic region. The R-wave
 
amplitudes tend to be greater when one electrode is referenced to the other
 
located near the apex of the heart and relative to the heart's electrical
 
axis. Amplitudes within the ranges of several tenths of a millivolt to
 
several millivolts will often be obtained, but this depends on the species
 
as well as on electrode location.
 

The frequency spectrum for the ECG is 0.1 - 100 Hz. Empirical
 
examination with the use of filters will indicate thatdominant frequency
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components of R-waves occur at about 20 Hz. This is somewhat dependent on
 
heart size and rates. Filtering above that frequency substantially reduces
 
the electromyogram (EMG) in which the frequency components begin at about
 
30 to 50 Hz. The amplitudes of the EMG tend predominantly to be less than a
 
few tenths of a millivolt unless a major muscle mass is involved. Skeletal
 
muscle is anatomically unlike that which produces the behavior bf an
 
electrical syncytium in cardiac muscle. A strong electrical axis between
 
highly coordinated polarized and depolarized regions over.-a long distance,
 
as from the heart, does not occur. Location of electrodes away from muscle
 
is therefore beneficial. . . -. 

Low-frequency signals within a few hertz, such as those caused by
 
respiratory movements, are filtered also. But amplitude changes in the
 
signals of-successive heartbeats can be substantial because of the in
fluence of thoracic changes on the electrical axis. Changes in body position,
 
which shift tissues and organs, also influence the electrical axis. Beat-to
beat changes in amplitudes in excess of 40% tend to be very rare and are
 
usually much less if care is taken; however, amplitude changes over time are
 
of course greater. It is important, therefore, to select electrode
 
locations to reduce this variation as well as to maximize R-wave amplitude.
 
Signal polarity changes are controlled by ectifying the signals. Auto
matically adjusting thresholds help to compensate for amplitude variations
 
and to maximize noise discrimination whenever possible.
 

There is a variety of other signal deection problems. Excessively
 
large potentials, which can occur, can overdrive the amplifier; discon
tinuous signals can cause ringing oscillation within circuits; and
 
accentuated T-waves may occur with respect in part, to electrode placement
 
and cause double triggering.. T-waves can usually be controlled to be less
 
than 50%' of the R-waves. P-waves tend to be much smaller but do precede
 
the R-wave. Fortunately, the wave forms of the ECG tend to keep a degree of
 
amplitude proportionality so that automatically adjusting thresholds have
 
considerable benefit. Triggering from RF feedback within the circuit or
 
through external leads requires appropriate preventive measures, such as
 
filtering and packaging. Spikes from stress at lead connections can occur
 
if proper care is not taken. Lead movements can induce potential
 
differences at the transmitter's input when the leads are separated and
 
when there is a high impedance. This problem is reduced when the transmitter
 
is inside the animal's body but might be heightened by a strong RF field
 
during signal outputs. Changes of the transmembrane potentials of cells- due
 
to pressures of electrodes, and as different from activation potentials,
 
might occur also.
 

In practice, many of the unwanted noise artifacts occur in the form of
 
spike bursts rather than single spikes. A few of the spikes in a burst will
 
have higher amplitudes than most of the others. Although these spikes are
 
often close together, their amplitudes may exceed a triggering threshold.
 
Rapid retriggering might occur unless limited. Nevertheless, such limits
 
must not exceed requirements for maximum heart rates. Maximum heart rates
 
of animals that weigh more than 1 or 2-kg rarely exceed an upper limit of as
 
much as 8/sec. This allows 125 msec as-a minimum limit, for retriggeriig
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and that limit could be extended if maximum rates are lower. This minimum
 
limit for retriggering also helps to traverse the intervals of rectified
 
waveform complexes and might be extended to overlap T-waves. Electrode
 
movement artifacts can be a major problem because their signal amplitudes
 
and frequency components range widely and overlap those of R-waves.
 
Appropriate electrode design and implant procedures are critical here, and
 
some suggestions will be made shortly.
 

In effect, the circuit design for the detection of R-waves places a
 
window for signal characteristics among those anticipated after appropriate
 
animal instrumentation procedures are followed. Sharp high- and low-pass
 
filtering limits the frequency components above and below about 20 Hz. A
 
limit on the accepted rate of change of slope of an incoming signal is also
 
used. Amplifier gain control during RF pulses helps reduce feedback in
 
addition to filtering. Full-wave rectification reduces polarity reversal
 
problems and is combined with limits on retriggering rates. An absolute
 
minimum amplitude threshold is set at about ±0.3 mV to keep above low-level
 
signals and noise. Minimum R-wave amplitudes therefore must exceed this
 
level. In addition, the triggering threshold automatically and pro
portionally adjusts itself above this minimum to accommodate beat-to-beat
 
amplitude variations and anticipated-durations of rectified waveform
 
complexes, such as noise bursts. Precautions are taken to ensure rapid
 
recovery in performance of the circuits, should unusual input signals occur
 

Again, the design is flexible so that adjustment in the specifications
 
for performance requirements are largely noninteractive. The design is
 
complex, but makes efficient use qf available low-powered integrated
 
circuits for construction. Also, the advantages that can be gained, if
 
R-wave detection is accomplished rJeliably by the implanted transmitter,
 
substantially overshadow the subsequent problems and limitations associated
 
with complex waveform transmission of the ECG when only heart rate
 
ultimately is required.
 

Electrodes
 

Relatively small structures, such as wires, needles, and lead-loop
 
extensions of stainless steel are often suggested for chronically implanted
 
ECG electrodes (refs. 18-22). Stainless steel is a convenient metal to use
 
and is tolerated reasonably well by tissue; an alternative metal like silve
 
is less durable and somewhat toxic (ref. 23). The small mass is advocated
 
to reduce inertia problems and, because the skin boundary encountered by
 
external electrodes is absent, the impedance of an-internal stainless steel
 
electrode is relatively low even for small structures that have areas of
 
only a few square millimeters (refs. 19,20,24). Secure suturing, the
 
promotion of tissue imbedding, and an appropriate choice of locations where
 
body movements are minimal are often indicated procedures to reduce movemen
 
artifact problems. Neuman (ref. 22) recently illustrated that a multi
stranded lead-loop extension is a typical design commonly used for internal
 
telemetry.
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These electrode styles are not recommended here. A large distributed
 
area, smooth, thin, and inflexible stainless steel disc is a better yet still
 
simple design that is suitable for chronic subcutaneous implants in active
 
animals. An example that is compared with a lead-loop extension is
 
illustrated in figure 3. This particular construction involves a groove and
 
plurality of holes into which the lead is fitted with support tabs and spot
 
welded into place. Silicone RTV coats and supports the entire region of
 
connection and binds to itself across the holes in the disc as well as to the
 
disc. The RTV also is tapered to the lead to reduce flexture stress. The
 
four holes near the periphery allow the disc to be firmly sutured in place
 
so that lead movements do not dominate electrode movement, as is the case
 
with a small mass electrode.
 

Figure 4 shows the considerable difference in signal quality that can
 
occur between the disc and lead-loop extension electrodes that were
 
illustrated in figure 3 and when in vivo. For these records, the electrodes
 
had been implanted 1 week earlier in a dog; they were placed side by side
 
subcutaneously in the lead II configuration across the sternum. The leads
 
passed transcutaneously and were connected by clips to the recorder with one
 
pair for recording while other test pairs served for ground. Filters were
 
set at 1.0-100 Hz; the preamplifier input impedance was 200 kohms. The dog
 
was kept walking in a circle with side steps of the forelegs. The records
 
were made sequentially with disc electrodes in A, and then with lead loop
 
extensions in B. Rubbingthe skin directly over the electrodes produced
 
an even greater difference in signal quality.
 

Figure 5 illustrates in vitro records-from these two electrode styles
 
when one member of a pair in a 0.9% saline bath was rubbed between the
 
fingers in an attempt to simulate the in vivo condition. The records of the
 
potential changes of disc electrodes (A&C)-and lead loop extensions (B&D)
 
are labelled respectively. The records A&B show the direct current
 
potential changes; filters were set at 10-00 Hz for the records in C&D. A
 
10 Mohm input impedance probe was used. Polarity of the disturbed
 
electrode is defined by the potentiometer connections. In A, the negative
 
electrode was disturbed; in B, C, and D, the positive electrode was
 
disturbed. Note that the artifacts are directed in sign opposite to that of
 
the disturbed electrode. This as well as the severity of the artifacts
 
depends on metal type; a steel electrode produced an opposite result.
 
Elec:trode polarity orientation when implanted can therefore help differ
entiate between R-waves and movement artifacts. Large pieces of copper,
 
silver, silver-silver chloride, and aluminum exhibited polarity changes
 
similar to stainless steel. The half cell of stainless steel was positive>.
 
to all of these metals; aluminum was most negative. Magnitudes of artifacts
 
were least from silver and silver-silver chloride, but again, their use as for
 
chronic implant is not recommended. A few of the more exotic electrode
 
metals or materials might be preferred. However, comparative tests of
 
electrodes should be based on an emphasis on resistance to perturbation as
 
well as on rate of recovery, and on tissue response and physical shape that
 
includes lead connections in order to relate theory to practice.
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The records in figures 4 and 5 show that at least an order of magnitude
 
of difference in the susceptibility to produce major spike-like disturbance
 
artifacts can be noted under either of the in vivo or in vitro conditions.
 
Even though the disc, by virtue of a larger area, should have a somewhat
 
lower impedance, the impedance of the lead extension with a calculated
 
peripheral area in excess of 10 mm2 would not be expected to be high
 
(ref. 24). But the induced variance in half cell potential is obviously high
 
and occurs sharply for the lead extension when under nonstationary
 
conditions. Even the use of a 10-Mohm input impedance probe in the in vitro
 
tests was not adequate to counter this difference.
 

Aside from the structural suitability for an implant, some of the
 
advantages of the disc seem to derive from the fact that the design widely
 
and evenly distributes current flux and bridges large areas of tissue.
 
Localized regions of either disturbance or cellular activity therefore would
 
not dominate the entire electrode's behavior as would be the case with a
 
small structure. On the other hand, large size would not diminish the ECG
 
signal as expected if the biopotential were localized. Again, the ECG is
 
generated throughout the body because the heart behaves as an electrical
 
syncytium. Polarized and depolarized regions are created over a substantial
 
structural distance. Even a large electrode cannot easily traverse that
 
distance and thus tend to minimizelits own net potential change relative to
 
a distantly located reference electrode.
 

J
 
A plurality of electrodes or a flattened tube that is open at one end
 

and insulated on the outside are alternative suggestions. A tube would
 
increase the distance from surrounding tissue and tend to isolate the
 
electrode interface from physical movements against tissue. A plurality of
 
electrodes would further distribute current flux and may offer some
 
advantage for minimizing amplitude fluctuations in R-waves as the heart's
 
electrical axis changes. Maximum implitudes, however, might be reduced
 
because of the net potential difference across the separated parts of an
 
individual electrode. These suggestions are secondary options, the im
plementation of which increases the procedural complexity; they may not be
 
necessary. Also, flexible stainless steel mesh cloth of large area has been
 
tried but was found unsuitable because of problems with lead connections
 
and suture locations that seem to produce spikes. Also, the base potential
 
difference produced by rubbing the mesh cloth when in vitro was sub
stantially greater than that for the disc, but the spikes produced this way
 
were about the same. A small disc has been routinely used for small
 
animals and has been illustrated elsewhere (ref. 25). For example, good
 
quality records can be obtained from rats running on a treadmill; a larger
 

disc is better if animal size and skin thickness for revascularization after
 
implant permits.
 

RF Interference
 

Problems of RF noise interference and signal strength variations can,
 
of course, cause difficulties with reception. At the implant to collar
 

relay interface, a crystal-controlled, commercial, tracking transmitter was
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used. The transmitter was modified so as to be a complete slave to the
 
output of the collar receiver and its associated logic circuitry. The logic
 

circuitry delays the incoming pulse characteristics and then regenerates them
 
for retransmission. Thus, the strong retransmitted RF cannot normally
 
interfere with reception from the implant. The pulse width and intervals
 

are maintained through the relay but the RF is changed to that of the
 
retransmitter. The RF of both the implant and the collar transmitter are
 
selected to be nonharmonic to reduce possible interaction. This separation
 
is also convenient for experimental reasons. The use of different receiver
 
bands is helpful in any new experiment to check coupling requirements
 
between implant and collar. During experiments, the distance between the
 

animal and the investigator's receiver will vary. When that distance is
 

short, interference could occur if both transmitters had a similar frequency.
 

Because the implant produces a relatively strong RF signal, variations
 
in signal strength are less troublesome when an attempt is made to achieve
 
a good coupling with the collar receiver as the animal moves and changes
 
body positions. Also, the collar receiver sensitivity can be minimal and
 
less susceptible to extraneous RF interference. A wider receiver bandwidth
 
is more feasible, and the power requirements are reduced in that a passive
 
or only a slightly active gain need be employed. Thus, the size and weight
 
of the external collar is not greatly incieased over that required for the
 
basic tracking condition.
 

The similar kinds of noise problems that occur at the output of the
 

investigator's receiver are dealt with in the demodulation interface circuit
 
in three basic ways. First, sharp band-pass filtering selects the tone
 
burst generated by the incoming RF. Second, the RF sensitivity gain of the
 
receiver is coupled to threshold detection; this involves a combination of
 
manually set and autotracking modes to accommodate signal strength varia
tions. Third, since much of the remaining extraneous RF noise involves
 
short random pulses, pulse width discrimination of the received signals is
 

used to block this noise and to sort the heart rate from the temperature
 
pulses.
 

The tone bursts will not always be perfectly formed, particularly when
 

near the limits of range; that is, the individual sine waves may be
 
amplitude-modulated. A conversion to a square wave for pulse width dis
crimination is used and the top of the square wave is sustained for a brief
 
period to stretch past a temporary attenuation. This period of pulse
 
stretching must be short, however, so that only severe random noise could
 
produce an output that is long enough to be accepted as a heartbeat.
 

Packaging and Implant Procedures
 

Some comments and suggestions about packaging and surgical implantation
 
procedures follow. The units should be hermetically sealed with appropriate
 
headers, such as glass to metal, for lead passage out of the unit in order
 
to prevent moisture penetration. The outer coat of the unit must be tissue
 
compatible - silicone RTV can be used. Tissue, however, does not adhere to
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RTV and a layer of Dacron coarse-weave cloth will facilitate tissue
 
imbedding. This is strongly advised so that the unit can become firmly
 
anchored within the body where it was originally sutured. When the implant
 
is abdominal, some Dacron should be added to the leads where they will pass
 
through the muscle wall to run subcutaneously. Appropriate sutures should be
 
taken in that region to prevent slippage, to promote healing and reclosure of
 
the abdominal cavity, and to prevent lead flexure at that point from pressing
 
outward against the skin. Revascularization of the overlying skin might
 
otherwise be inhibited.
 

Sensors located subcutaneously should be placed to the side of the skin
 
incision to facilitate revascularization of the skin. All such objects
 
should be sutured in place rather than left to float, in which case they may
 
be more easily rejected or change location. The electrodes in particular
 
must be well sutured for stability. An appropriate amount of lead slack is
 
necessary so that sensors will not be stressed when the animal extends its
 
body. Flexure stress at the lead/sensor junction is minimized also if the
 
lead path into the sensor is not curved. Again, in no case should the leads
 
or sensors exert an outward pressure against the overlying skin; even if
 
healing occurs initially, a constant outward pressure to the skin may later
 
cause rejection. A conservatively placed suture will usually alleviate
 
problems &f pressure from lead flexure and help to guide the lead path.
 

Tight sutures around the leads or sharp angles, of course, cannot be
 
tolerated. The job of channeling subcutaneously is not difficult, even in
 
fairly large animals if appropriate tools are used (ref. 26).
 

A good flexible lead can be made with multistrand stainless steel wire,
 
silicone tubing, and self-leveling silicone RTV. In some cases, it is
 
adequate simply to insert the wire into a section of tubing and then inject
 
the tube with the RTV. Greater flexibility can be achieved by coiling the
 
wire within the tube. This can be done by coiling the wire around a piece
 
of small-diameter metal tubing which is then inserted into the silicone
 
tubing. The metal tube is then withdrawn. If necessary, the silicone tube
 
can be temporarily expanded by soaking it in xylene; the xylene later
 
evaporates and the silicone shrinks approximately to its original shape.
 

The common practice of using solder and solder flux to make con
nections to leads can cause problems. Tissue toxicity responses and the
 
deterioration of the connection due to the battery potentials that arise
 
from the metal discontinuities and due to the flux chemistry are likely.
 
Spot welding, bolting, and crimping are better ways of making connections.
 
Coating these connections, with RTV, for example, adds protection, reduces
 
flexure stress, and offers an increased impedance boundary against electro
chemical potentials.
 

The use of gas sterilization techniques, for example, with ethylene
 
oxide, Is recommended. The gas penetrates the outer potting materials.
 
Zephiran chloride can then be used as a surface cleaning agent during im
plantation to reduce the possibility of contamination. Because heat and
 
pressure are pften used with gas sterilization, care should be taken to
 
avoid damage to the potting materials or to the transmitter unit.
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After the implant, closure of the skin might best be done with steel or
 
a monofilament suture. Silk can act as a wick that might promote infection.
 
It is best to use permanent sutures for the implant and for abdominal
 
closure, however, rather than absorbable sutures. Antibiotics should be
 
generously used, and their direct application to the implant and surgical
 
area seems helpful in preventing initial infection problems. During surgery,
 
skin separation from the underlying tissue should be kept to a minimum; the
 
loss of vascularization promotes subsequent edema and results in cold regions
 
that inhibit rapid healing. It is recommended that the animal's fur be
 
shaved sparingly and that a temporary bandage be applied for support and
 
warmth (the bandage should still allow exposure to the air). Talcum powder
 
along with the topical antiseptic helps to-keep the area dry. Of course,
 
animal behavior after surgery and within the experimental situation
 
influences procedures. An implant under field conditions should be done
 
only after these things are known, particularly if the animal is to be
 
released immediately without a day or two of confinement for purposes of
 
observation.
 

IMPLANTABLETRANSMITTER CIRCUITRY
 

Figure 6 is a block diagram of the implantable transmitter; figure 7
 
shows the entire circuit design. The major functional stages are indicated
 
by capital letters to correspond with waveform outputs of these stages as
 
shown in figures 8 and 9.
 

The RF bypassed input voltages to the R-wave detector stage are first
 
limited by a voltage follower whose "slew:rate" is set at ±1 mV/msec
 
(fig. 6)(. This allows normal excursions of the QRS complex while greatly
 
reducing the magnitude of large-amplitude,, sharp signals which might drive
 
the filter and amplifier circuitry into distortion (refs. 27,28). The next
 
stage is a six-pole, low-pass filter (ref. 29). It provides a 36 dB per
 
octave rolloff with a 3 dB point (70% amplitude) at 31 Hz ®" Its output is
 
connected to a two-pole, high-pass filter with a 3 dB point at 18 Hz and a
 
rolloff of 12 dB per octave C. This filter circuitry provides a band-pass
 
centered near 26 Hz with a sharp rolloff at higher frequencies and a lesser
 
rolloff at lower frequencies. These filter characteristics select the
 
fundamental frequency component of the R-wave while greatly attenuating
 
other components. An AC coupled amplifier with a gain of 56 is next Q"
 
Gain was set to accommodate ECG amplitudes within a range of ±5 mV. A
 
precision full-wave rectifier converts the amplifier's output to an absolute
 
value so that all signals are then positive regardless of the polarity
 
of the input signal (D. Total gain is reduced to unity during RF trans
mission as a further precaution against spurious responses; this circuit is
 
indicated later.
 

The remaining circuitry generates a constant-amplitude, 5-msec-wide
 
pulse each time an R-wave occurs. It does this by identifying the highest
 
peak in the rectified and filtered QRS complex by means of a peak pulse
 
detector (ref. 30). The detector follows the amplitude envelope of the
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rectified QRS complex and stores the maximum level on a capacitor ®. As 
long as the input signal is positive-going and greater than the stored 
charge, this stage F functions as a voltage follower. When the input 
waveform reaches a point of inflection and starts negative, the stored 
charge back-biases the diode decoupling the negative feedback loop. With the 
feedback loop decoupled, the stage functions as a comparator. Thus, the 
output swings into negative saturation since the inverting input is more 
positive than the noninverting input. If subsequent peaks do not exceed the 
stored charge, the output remains locked'in negative saturation. Thereby, 
the last negative output transition occurs it the highest peak of a pulse 
complex. 

The detector's output is connected to a biased CMOS line driver whose 
output ® controls a retriggerable monostable device. Unless retriggered, 
the monostable resets in 110 msec. But in the case where the peak detector 
is responding to a cluster of pulses with intervals less than 110 msec, the 
monostable may be retriggered several times, not resetting until 110 msec 
from the detection of the highest pulse. The reset Q drives a second, 
nonretriggerable monostable with a time constant of 5 msec. Thus, a 5-msec
wide pulse is generated © for each detected R-wave. That pulse triggers 
the crystal-controlled RF oscillator 0 via the combination of gate 
control circuitry v " The fixed delay of 110 msec does not affect the 
beat-to-beat measurement of heart rates less than 545 BPM. But this delay 
effectively is increased by a period selected in the gain control 
circuitry that leads back to the amplifier and rectifier C . For 
example, the addition of 20 msec through that circuitry yields a rate limit 
of 461 BPM. 

The 5-msec pulse © also provides a reset control for the peak pulse 
detector. Reset is done by closing a normally open gate for 5 msec, dis
charging the capacitor on the detector Q. The level of charge left after 
the switch reopens is a function of RC values D and of the 5 msec. For
 
example, a discharge voltage of half the previous peak amplitude allows the
 
detector to track, on a beat-to-beat basis, changes in R-wave amplitude of
 
2 to 1. Thereby, the detector's threshold is automatically adjusted to
 
provide a trigger level which is proportional by a desired amount to each
 
measured R-wave amplitude. A resistive bridge in the discharge path of the
 
detector sets the absolute minimum threshold level to ±0.3 mV and lower
 
referred to the transmitter's ECG input. This ensures that the detector
 
will not trigger on baseline noise when an adequate ECG is not present.
 

A restart circuit is provided in the event that the detector is driven
 
into positive saturation such that the charge on the capacitor might remain
 
higher than the subsequent incoming R-waves. In this condition, no
 
triggering would occur to automatically adjust the threshold level. The
 
restart circuit, which allows the capacitor to discharge until it re
acquires the R-wave, activates 1 sec after the last detected heartbeat. The
 
1-sec delay is related arbitrarily to the expected lower heart rates. With
 
a 1-sec value, the search mode would be employed at all beat-to-beat
 
intervals of rates less than 60 BPM. For many animals, this may be a
 
resting state when artifacts from EMG and electrode movements are least
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expected, except in such special physiological conditions as diving
 
bradycardia.
 

The restart circuit itself consists of a resistor and capacitor con
nected across the battery supply. When the charge on this timing capacitor 
approaches Vdd, a gate connected to it closes. The detector's storage 
capacitor © is now discharged through the gate via resistor to ground. The 
resistor determines the search rate as the threshold lowers to its absolute 
minimum. The RC combination © that controls the gate provides the delay 
between the last heartbeat and the start of the search mode. Another gate is 
connected to the timing capacitor so that the search mode can be canceled. 
When closed, it discharges the timing capacitor to Vss. This gate is closed 
each time the detector ( indicates a new pulse has been received. The 
search mode, therefore, is never employed at heart rates greater than the 
delay time, as seen in figure 8. 

Besides keying the RF oscillator and adjusting the threshold on the
 
peak detector, the 5-msec pulse generated by each heart beat initiates a
 
counter divider chain and signal control to allow sampling of two tempera
tures periodically. The circuit diagram is included in figure 7. The
 
significant waveforms are shown in figure 9. The R-wave pulse is divided by
 
50 using two CD 4017 decade counter dividers. A reset pulse (M) every 50
 
counts initializes the second CD 4017 and starts a third CD 4017 Q. The
 
clock for the third counter (pin 14) is a multivibrator oscillator and has
 
its period controlled by a resistance bridge. Four independent bridge
 
circuits are provided, two with thermistors and two with the fixed resistors
 
that provide a 00 C and a 500 C calibration. The four bridges are sampled
 
sequentially by four CD 4066 switches controlled by the CD 4017 that
 
advances one step following each pulse.
 

The oscillator operates as follows: A D30A3 is used as a constant
 
current source to charge a 1-pF timing capacitor with the current-level
 
variable proportioned to the voltage level derived from the resistance
 
(thermistor) bridges 63. An NPN D26El emitter follower is used to
 
compensate the emitter-base diode voltage of the D30A3. With the constant
 
current from the D30A3 charging the 1-pF capacitor, a linear voltage ramp is
 
generated starting at Vss. The ramp signal is connected to the negative
 
terminal of the L161 comparator and the positive side is connected to the
 
L161 output by a 2-to-l attenuator. With the ramp signal below the positive
 
terminal voltage, the L161 output is saturated at Vdd, and the 2-to-l divider
 
places a 0 voltage at the positive terminal. As soon as the ramp crosse§
 
this 0-V threshold the L161 comparator switches to an output of Vss and the
 
positive terminal is also Vss. The L161 holds the Vss level until the I-PF
 
capacitor is discharged and then the entire cycle starts over again with the
 
charge current from the D30A3. The ramp signal is operated between Vss and
 
0 since the L161 allows operation of the inputs all the way to the negative
 
rail; but with a Vss to Vdd supply of 2.7 to 3.0 V, it will not work with a
 
common mode voltage closer than 1 V to the Vdd rail. This ramp generator
 
voltage range also provides the necessary collector voltage for the D30A3.
 
The reset after each ramp period (proportional to the bridge voltage) is
 
accomplished with a CD 4066 switch which is connected to the L161 output via
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a CD 4001 inverter. The return reset cycle is very short because of the low
 
impedance in the switch. By adding a 3.3 kohm thermistor in series with the
 
switch the reset period can be adjusted to 10 msec for the pulse width for
 
transmitting temperature data @. The enable circuit ( allows a time
 
delay to capture the duration of the last temperature pulse and, in com
bination with the gain shutdown control Q , ensures that a heartbeat
 
5-msec pulse will not overlap with that temperature pulse.
 

A number of considerations suggested that a thermistor bridge circuit
 
would be more satisfactory than a direct resistor charging circuit for the
 
timing RC. Since at least one of the thermistors and possibly both would be
 
located remote from the electronic package, it was desirable and probably
 
essential to use a low impedance thermistor. For instance, whether a 30-kohm
 
or a 3-kohm thermistor is needed depends on the adequacy of moisture
 
protection, and that is difficult to evaluate; therefore, the lower the
 
thermistor value, the better the chance of maintaining consistent results.
 
A 3-kohm thermistor at 250 C is about 10 kohms at 0' C (lower temperature
 
extreme). For a 0.10 C temperature accuracy, a 0.04% resistance accuracy
 
is required so that a shunt impedance of 2 Mohms across the thermistor
 
would cause a 0.10 C error. A 20-Mohm shunt would give the same effect on a
 
30-kohm thermistor. This indicates that even with low-impedance thermistors,
 
careful protection from moisture is essential.
 

If low-impedance thermistors (most desirable because of moisture
 
problems) are used directly in RC timing circuits, two other problems occur.
 
One is the switch impedance of the CD 4066 which is of the order of a few
 
hundred ohms and deteriorates rapidly as the power source is reduced from
 
5 V to 3.0 V. This could represent a substantial impedance in series with
 
the thermistor. Any significant variation in this impedance is likely to
 
cause data errors. Because about 1 sec is allocated to retrieve the
 
temperature data, very large capacitors would be required to obtain a
 
suitable time constant with low impedance devices. Both of these problems
 
can be circumvented by using a resistance bridge.
 

A D30A3 is used as a switch to power the four resistance bridges only
 
when the approximate 1-sec temperature data are taken. The D30A3 is driven
 
by a D26EI so that the D30A3 can be properly saturated without loading the
 
CD 4017 output. With the base current levels used, the voltage drop across
 
the switch is typically 10 mV. Even this low voltage drop would cause
 
readout errors if a bridge circuit were not used. Since all the bridge
 
circuits (four each) are turned on with a common switch (D30A3), whatever
 
voltage drop occurs in the switch is corrected for by the 0' C and 500 C
 
calibration readings.
 

Minimizing the total power consumption is important to achieve an
 
operational life of more than 1 year with a modest-sized battery. Although
 
the CMOS. devices are on continuously, they require very minute currents
 
except during the short microsecond transitions between on and off states.
 
The low-impedance thermistors would, however, represent a drain of many
 
milliamperes if they were on all the time. Since the temperature is only
 
sampled for 1 sec every 50 heartbeats, assuming an average heart rate of
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100 BPM, this gives a duty cycle of 1 sec "on" and 30 sec "off." With 
typical thermistor values of 3 kohms and bridge resistors of 3 kohms, the
 
"on" current for the four bridges is 2 mA; the average is 1/30 of 2 mA or
 
about 60 MA. Switching each of the four bridges independently, which could
 
further reduce the average current, did not seem advisable because extra
 
parts would have been required and because of the possibility of error
 
introduced by impedance variations in different switches.
 

Figure 10 shows a typical thermistor resistance vs temperature plot as
 
well as various thermistor resistance bridge combinations. The tabled values
 
were obtained with a breadboard bridge circuit and substitution of
 
resistance to simulate thermistor impedances. Over the 0' to 50' C desired
 
operating range, the thermistor changes about 10 to I in resistance and also
 
is a nonlinear curve. Although a 3-kohm thermistor has been used for the
 
data of figure 10, the shape of the curve would only change very slightly
 
with a thermistor of a different impedance. The use of various bridge con
figurations results in a variety of possible curves. Limitations in the
 
timing accuracy that can be transmitted within a limited RF bandwidth and
 
using about a 1-sec interval for all temperature readings indicate that the
 
raw thermistor 10-to-l dynamic range is too large for proper use in this
 
system. The approximately 3-to-i range for the bridge curves seems about
 
the best. A l-kohm resistor is placed in series with the thermistor side of
 
the bridge so that if the thermistor resistance were to short-circuit, the
 
oscillator period would not be infinite. Such safeguards must be made in
 
case a shorted or open thermistor lead causes the entire system to otherwise
 
shut down. The bridge circuit plus some series resistance with the
 
thermistors prevents such a failure and also yields identification intervals
 
of such mishaps.
 

Some further manipulation of the bridge arrangement or resistance
 
values could probably improve the dynamic range. This involves some
 
sacrifice of the linearity but linearization can be done more easily through
 
the demodulator. Calibration curves for the thermistor bridge in the
 
transmitter circuit and with a 30 kohm thermistor are shown in figure 11.
 

As shown in figures 7 and 9, the temperature circuitry controls gating 
@ and® to the RF oscillator's input ® and to the control circuitry to 
the amplifier gain Q. During a temperature measuring cycle, the 5-msec 
heart-rate pulses are replaced by the l0-msec temperature pulses, thereby
 
doubling the oscillator's on-time. The R-wave counter nevertheless
 
continues to advance so that the start of each temperature cycle represents
 
the 50th heart beat exactly; only the dynamic beat-to-beat variation is
 
interrupted temporarily.
 

The single stage RF oscillator is base-emitter tuned with a third
overtone crystal employed as the frequency determining device. The base
emitter circuit operates at the crystal's third-harmonic of 54 MHz. The
 
collector circuit is also tuned to 54 MHz. This configuration provides good
 
frequency stability in a single-stage oscillator because the-output load is
 
effectively isolated from the base-emitter tuning loop. The oscillator's
 
output is connected to the thermistor leads. These leads serve as the
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antenna, thereby optionally eliminating the need for a separate antenna.
 
Bypassing RF is provided at the resistance bridge as well as at the ECG input
 
and battery supply. The oscillator is keyed "on" and "off" by the ECG and
 
temperature pulses so that it is active only during each pulse period. Turn
on time to full RF amplitude is within a few cycles of the 54-MHz operating
 
frequency. Thus, the resulting wavefront slope is less than 20-psec wide
 
compared to the data pulse intervals of over 100 msec. Peak RF output power
 
is about 8 MW.
 

The system uses two center-tapped mercury cells to provide ±1.4 V.
 
Power consumption is the sum of the continuous current drain of the circuit
 
plus the average peak current, which is heart-rate dependent. At a heart
 
rate of 100 BPM, the average current drain is about 350 pA, of which
 
approximately 250 pA is continuous.
 

Figure 12 shows the transmitter at various stages of prototype packaging
 
for implantation and testing. The prototype unit was fabricated with discrete
 
parts and integrated circuits. A further reduction in size would be possible
 
using hybrid construction techniques since the active components used are
 
available in chip form. The battery shown has a 2400-mAhr capacity, thereby
 
providing a maximum operating life of about 9 months at an average heart rate
 
of 100 BPM.
 

The AM receiver used with this transmitter operates at 54 MHz, with an
 
output frequency response from 0 to 10 KHz. The low-frequency capability is
 
important since the received pulsestcan have durations as long as 10 msec.
 
The amplitude is adjusted to provide the 0 to +5 V pulse heights necessary
 
for driving the demodulator.
 

RETRANSMITTER COLLAR CIRCUITRY
 

The retransmitter consists of an RF receiver, logic circuitry, and a
 
commercially available animal tracking transmitter, all packaged within a
 
collar. Figure 13 shows a prototype collar and field receiver equipment
 
for a dog. Dimensions of the electronics package are 5 by 5 by 7 cm;
 
weight is 320 g. Most of the size and weight is due to the tracking trans
mitter, which is 3 by 5 by 7 cm and weighs 277 g. The transmitting and
 
receiving-antennas are incorporated within the collar.
 

Figure 14 is a circuit diagram of the retransmitter; a circuit timing 
diagram is provided in figure 15 (the labeling with capital letters start 
over). At the input Q of the circuitry there is a passive RF receiver 
consisting of two tuning stages and a hot carrier diode detector. The 
stages are tuned for a bandwidth of about 8 MHz with a center frequency at 
54 MHz. The receiving antenna is a flexible lead configured within the 
collar strap. Figure 16 shows the arrangement of the antenna lead. As can 
be seen, the lead begins and ends at the electronics package, with maximum 
extension to the collar's tip. The outgoing and return paths are separated 
for the width of the collar. Following the tuning stages, the hot carrier 
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diode circuit detects the negative envelope of the incoming RF pulse . 

This detection provides an audio frequency pulse which is amplified 0and 
then reshaped by a comparator ®. Receiver sensitivity is adjusted by 
raising or lowering the comparator's threshold level. When practical, this 
adjustment is made with the collar on the animal. Otherwise, it is done 
prior to use by estimating the expected field strength and background noise 
for the particular application. Figure 17 shows an alternate receiver with 
a single stage of RF gain. This active receiver is used in the event that 
signal transmission from within the animal is exceedingly weak. This 
occurred during testing because of an antenna break. Variations in gain 
requirements can be expected for procedural reasons and size limitations 
among animals. The active receiver requires a greater current drain to 
operate, about 700 pA compared to less than 5 VA for the passive receiver. 
The antenna in either case is the same. The stage of RF gain in the active 
receiver causes a polarity reversal at the input to the comparator. This is 
easily remedied by interchanging the comparator's inputs. 

The comparator drives the CMOS logic circuits which in turn generate a
 
control pulse for actuating the RF tracking transmitter. The control
 
pulses are delayed from the incoming receiver pulses, yet keep the same
 
width and interval as received. The delay prevents interference of the
 
strong retransmitted RF pulse with the reception of the weaker RF signal
 
from the implanted transmitter.
 

To generate the delayed pulse train, the output of the comparator Q is
 
connected in parallel to the inputs of a pair of monostable devices. One
 
monostable triggers on the leading edge of the incoming pulse, the other on
 
the trailing edge. Each provides a 20-msec-duration pulse which is
 
complementary to the other. These outputs (E,F) operate a pair of gates
 
that activates the transmitter ( when both are closed. As seen in
 
figure 15, the delay and pulse width of the RF retransmission are the
 
result of subtracting the outputs of the two monostables by means of the
 
control gates. Receiver squelch during the RF retransmission is done by a
 
blanking gate Q at the inputs to both monostable devicns. This gate

closes ® to© before the retransmitted RF pulse and remains closed for
 

about 100 msec. This insures that the retransmitter will not be self
triggered during that time and allows the receiver circuit a recovery time
 
after each transmitted pulse. The blanking gate is controlled by a circuit
 
which stretches the pulse output from the trailing-edge-triggered
 
monostable. Because the collar was relatively insensitive to RF noise, it
 
did not seem necessary to include circuitry to prevent the occurrence of a
 
noise spike from triggering the monostable device. If that did occur
 
however, the receiver would not accept another pulse for a period of about
 
120 msec; the occurrence of a heartbeat or temperature pulse could then
 
actually be missed within that period. Initial pulse width discrimination
 
in the logic circuitry could, however, be done with little added cost in
 
terms of size or power requirements.
 

The tracking transmitter is a Telonic's Model MK-3A-TA-4 (fig. 13)
 
with a factory-modified input. That is, the standard internal control of
 
the RF pulse rate is omitted with control brought instead to a pair of
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external inputs. The companion receiver provided by Telonics is a hand-held
 
model designed for field use. The receiver is crystal-controlled, as is the
 
transmitter, and operates within the RF spectrum normally utilized in
 
animal-tracking work. In this case, a frequency of 148 MHz is used. The
 
output of the receiver is a tone burst applied to either a self-contained
 
speaker or a headset. The duration of the nominal 2 kHz tone is determined
 
by the width of the incoming RF pulse, in this instance either 5 or 10 msec.
 
The tone burst is retained, rather than modifying the receiver to obtain a
 
standard pulse, because it is readily recorded without distortion on a hand
held cassette tape recorder. Also, since the operator must adjust the
 
receiver's output in the field without benefit of an oscilloscope, the tone
 
is easily recognized using only the headset or speaker.
 

RECEIVER DEMODULATOR INTERFACE CIRCUITRY
 

Once a field recording has been made, the magnetic tape is brought to
 
the laboratory where it is replayed through a circuit that converts the
 
tone bursts back to rectangular pulses compatible with the demodulator's
 
input. Figure 18 is a diagram of the interface circuit. At the circuit's
 
input is a band-pass filter (ref. 29). It is centered at 2 kHz, which is
 
the receiver's output tone. A peak detector and a comparator then convert
 
the sinusoidal waves within each tone burst into a group of rectangular
 
pulses. The peak detector provides an adaptive threshold level for the
 
comparator. Controls mounted on the front panel of the unit allow selection
 
of automatic tracking rates and triggering amplitudes for the adaptive
 
threshold. In addition, a fixed threshold level can be selected.
 

After the sinusoidal pulses have been changed into rectangular shapes,
 
they are further filtered by means of a digital band-pass filter centered
 
at 1.8 kHz. The filtered rectangular pulses are applied to a digital
 
envelope detector which converts each group into a single pulse with a
 
width of either 5 or 10 msec, as determined by the original transmission
 
(ref. 31). The envelope detector can be adjusted to bridge across a single,
 
missing pulse within a group. This allows the envelope to remain unchanged
 
in the event that the comparator misses a single, sinusoidal pulse within a
 
tone burst. This could result from an instantaneous amplitude fluctuation
 
to which the adaptive threshold could not respond. These single pulse-to
pulse amplitude variations result from superimposed noise or quick changes
 
in RF signal strength. Adjustment of the bridge duration is done by
 
altering the time constant of R3C3
 

Additional noise rejection is provided by a circuit which sorts out
 
envelopes with less than 3-msec periods while passing those of greater
 
periods, such as the 5 and 10-msec data pulses. Thus, single, spurious
 
pulses within the 2 kHz band-pass are eliminated. Pulse rejection is de
termined by the time constant of R4C4.
 

The output of the interface circuit uses two voltage followers I.
 
One drives a lamp mounted on the front panel which indicates acquisition of
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data pulses. The other provides pulse height of the proper amplitude for
 
driving the demodulator.
 

Front panel controls, besides allowing for selection of threshold
 
functions, also allow the selection-of frequency band passes in the event
 
that the receiver has an output tone other than the nominal 2 kHz. This
 
flexibility allows the recorded data to be retrieved according to the
 
experimental conditions in the field or laboratory. As an example, data
 
recorded in the field from a fast moving animal, with resulting RF signal
 
-strength fluctuations, would be handled differently from data recorded from
 
a resting animal with nearly steady-state signal reception.
 

The interface circuit is low powered and can be operated either with
 
batteries or a direct current power supply.
 

DEMODULATOR CIRCUITRY
 

The microprocessor-based demodulator is used to accurately determine
 
the time interval between pulses from the telemetry receiver output. It dis
criminates against unwanted noise and performs heart rate and temperature
 
calculations based on the time-interval information.
 

To accomplish the accurate timing, a 2 MHz clock signal ( 2) used to
 
generate basic timing operations inherent to the microprocessor is divided
 
down to a 1 kHz signal (l-msec interval).
 

Figure 19 is a top view of the demodulator showing the internal
 
component layout consisting of a central processing unit card (CPU), D/A
 
output ports and converters; IK RAM/2K ROM card and a front panel/interval
 
timer/interrupt generator, card. All microprocessor signals use the S00
 
bus system as a common element for communicating between the peripherals and
 
the CPU card. The S100 bus provides, at a low cost, a variety of peripheral
 
interfaces popular among the home computer hobbyists that are easily
 
available at any local computer store (ref. 32).
 

A detailed description of the circuit operation of the demodulator
 
follows.
 

The output of the telemetry receiver and interface circuit (fig. 20 
pin J64) is buffered by IC 21 and fed to a positive and a negative edge 
triggered "D" type flip-flop (IC 5, pins 3 and 11). Their negative true 
outputs are connected to an eight-bit priority decoder (IC 6, pins 1 and 2). 

The highest level of priority is pin 3 of IC 6. This input is reserved
 
for a l-msec timing interval generated.by decade-counters IC 2, 3, 4 and a
 
divide by two flip-flop IC 1. The negative-going edge detector signal
 
(IC 6, pin 1) has the next highest priority. The positive-going telemetered
 
signal (IC 6, pin 2) is 'the lowest priority request.
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When an input signal level change or a l-msec interval occurs, the
 
priority decoder generates an interrupt signal to the microprocessor (IC 6,
 
pin 15). The interrupt signal causes the microprocessor to stop processing
 
and to execute a vectored interrupt-service routine. A detailed description
 
of the software routines is included in the appendix. Using the continuator
 
to the service r6utine, the CPU (microprocessor central processing unit)
 
reads either the time interval, R wave to R wave timing, or temperature
 
cycle data. It then processes it and returns to the interrupted task.
 

The CPU acknowledges the interrupt request by sending an interrupt
 
acknowledge signal, IRACK (ref. 33). The IRACK signal is used to clear the
 
"D" type latch holding the interrupt request. It also allows the lower
 
priority requests (if any) to be serviced in the same manner.
 

Figure 21 shows the view of the demodulator front panel for entering the
 
command modes in the operation or calibration of the demodulator and dis
playing the real-time data. The switches are sensed by input port No. 7 to
 
the 8080 card (fig. 22, IC 14, pin 8 and IC 15, pins 3 and 5).
 

The microprocessor reads the input instruction immediately after the
 
power is "ON" or at any time the RESET key is depressed in the front panel.
 
The RESET switch is connected to the CPU RST line and causes the displays to
 
be initialized to zero, clears all memory, resets the time interval, clears
 
all the interrupt latches and initializes the microprocessor program counter
 
(internal to the CPU) to location zero. The calibration level (HI or LO) is
 
read as an input when the software branches to the internal calibration
 
routines.
 

Data to the front panel LED display is gated by the action of a de
multiplexer (IC 13) and the output instruction status line IC 13, pin 6.
 
The data, in BCD form, is latched to the LED displays by the six enable
 
lines from the demultiplexer and held until a new reading is made.
 

The analog outputs are generated by three 12-bit D/A converters that
 
require one's complement BCD data. The software complements the data and
 
transfers the first 8 bits to two quad D type flip flops. All 12 bits are
 
presented to the digital to analog converters when the software outputs the
 
last 4 inverted bits to a quad D type flip flop and an 8212 is enabled,
 
latching the 8 bits stored in the two 74LS175 latches.
 

The output of the converters are buffered and connected to the three
 
analog output lines on the back of the demodulator.
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 

The prototype of this system was tested on a dog. Preliminary tests
 
were made with a transmitter breadboard mounted in a backpack worn by the
 
animal. A standard ECG transmitter was also placed in the backpack. Two ECG
 
electrodes were implanted subcutaneously with the leads brought out to the
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backpack where they were connected to both transmitters via an RF isolation
 
junction. Chart paper recordings were then made while the dog was exercised
 
within the range of the transmitters or on a treadmill. The recordings
 
allowed the heartbeat pulses, derived from the new system, to be compared
 
directly with the clearly identifiable ECG waveform. Results were positive
 
with only an occasional heartbeat pulse being lost by the new system during
 
periods of heavy exercise. ECG recorded during the same sequence of exercise
 
showed R-wave amplitude fluctuations of ±35% on a beat-to-beat basis. The
 
triggering threshold of the R-wave detector had been set for a tracking rate
 
that would accommodate amplitude changes of less than this and seemed to
 
account for the occasionally missing beat. A nominal tracking rate of 40 to
 
50% of R-wave peak should alleviate the problem. Signal artifacts
 
occasionally occur also, but appeared to be due to movements of the external
 
leads and connections rather than to the electrodes.
 

Next, the packaged transmitter was implanted in an 18-kg dog. Two ECG
 
electrodes and one thermistor were attached subcutaneously. Another
 
thermistor was located near the liver for measurement of deep body tempera
ture. After 1 week, tests with the dog in a kennel were begun. The RF
 
signal from the implanted transmitter was received, without retransmission,
 
using a standard AM receiver. The output pulses were applied directly to
 
the demodulator. The three analog outputs of the demodulator and the pulse
 
train from the receiver's output were recorded on chart paper. This
 
allowed the heart rate, on a beat-to-beat basis, and the two body tempera
tures to be correlated with the transmitted pulse train. Several
 
recordings were made, the longest being 24 hr. The demodulator and receiver
 
maintained lock during all recording sessions, as indicated by the analog
 
outputs which followed the pulse train without dropout.
 

Tests of the retransmitter collar were made next with the dog still in
 
the kennel. In this instance, the retransmitted pulses were compared to the
 
directly transmitted pulses. This was done by recording the outputs from
 
each system on a chart recorder. But this time the demodulator was driven
 
by the RF transmission link. Again, the three analog outputs were recorded
 
for correlation with the two pulse trains, representing the direct and
 
indirect transmissions. The retransmitted RF signal proved to be inter
mittent. Also, one temperature channel was in a continuous state of
 
saturation. (Later investigation showed that a thermistor lead had broken.)
 
Since the thermistor leads also serve as the transmitting antenna for the
 
implanted unit, RF field-strength measurements were made to determine the
 
effect of the broken lead. The RF pulses from within the animal were very
 
weak at the normal operating frequency of 54 MHz. The first harmonic at 108
 
MHz was nearly 20 dB stronger, but still weak. Therefore, the receiver in
 
the collar was returned to the stronger 108 M11z signal and a single stage of
 
RF amplification added. The previous tests were repeated. This time the
 
retransmitter collar locked onto the pulses from the implanted transmitter
 
with no loss in data.
 

Next, both the retransmitter and the implanted transmitter were tested
 
for maximum range. As can be seen in figure 21, the test site was located
 
in a heavily industrialized area with numerous power lines and metal
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buildings nearby. In A, the view is over a salt marsh toward the receiving
 
station which was a metal building indicated by the arrow; the distance is
 

1 km. In B, the view is in the opposite direction which shows the
 
instrumented dog and the investigator within a fenced ranging area. The im
planted unit had a range of about 12 m. The AM receiver had an output band
width of 10 kHz and a sensitivity of 1 pV. The antenna, which was motinted on
 
a 3-m mast, provided a gain of 6.5 dB. Because the transmitter, with its
 
broken antenna lead, was operating in a greatly impeded mode, an estimate of
 
maximum range was made. This estimate for the improved range was based on a
 
previous comparison of the measured field strength at the normal operating
 
frequency of 54 MIz, with that of the 108 MHz harmonic. This measurement,
 
made with the transmitter placed within saline filled bags, showed the 54
 
MHz fundamental to be 42 dB greater than the 108 MHz harmonic. Additionally,
 
simulated heart rate was transmitted successfully under these conditions
 
over a distance of 175 m using the 54 MHz operating frequency and with
 
receiver and antenna characteristics similar to those used in the later tests
 
in which the lead was broken. These indications suggest that the range of a
 
properly operating transmitter should be about 150 in. Improvement to a
 
useful range greater than 200 m should be possible in an ideal, rural
 
environment, particularly if a higher gain receiving antenna were used.
 

Range tests of the retransmitting system were conducted within the same
 
industralized location. The retransmission system included the collar
mounted retransmitter, tracking receiver, cassette recorder, and interface
 
unit. The receiver was located in a large one-story metal building with the
 

antenna mounted on a 4-m mast placed on the roof. Total height above ground
 
was 9 m. This antenna provided a gain of 14.5 dB. As before, a chart
 
recorder was used to provide real-time measurement of heart rate and body
 
temperatures using the demodulator's analog outputs. However, the tracking
 

receiver, with its tone-burst output, drove the demodulator via the inter
face circuit. Again, the transmitted pulse train was recorded on one of the
 
chart recorder channels. In addition to these real-time recordings, the
 
receiver's output, along with voice commentary, was recorded on magnetic
 
tape for subsequent analysis in the laboratory. Included were data taken
 
while the dog was field-exercised on a leash. Two-way voice communications
 
between the investigator in the field and the operator in the station were
 
maintained during these tests. Next, the dog was placed within a chain-link
 
fenced enclosure 1 km from the receiving station (fig. 21(b)). While in
 
the 2-acre enclosure, the dog was allowed to roam about freely. Visual
 

observation was maintained using a telescope. Finally, with the dog still
 
in the enclosure, the receiver and a hand-held antenna (fig. 13) were taken
 
to various remote locations to simulate tracking conditions.
 

These tests indicated that it was possible to retrieve data with a
 

signal-to-noise ratio of unity at the receiver's output as viewed on an
 
oscilloscope. This corresponds to the conditions present at about 80% or
 
greater of the maximum tracking range. At this distance, the operator
 

begins to experience problems hearing a tone distinct enough from back
ground noise to allow effective tracking. The tracking system used was
 
indicated by the manufacturer to have ground-to-ground tracking capability
 
up to 18 km under ideal geographical conditions. Thus, the modified system
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should provide some physiological data at a distance perhaps as much as
 
14 km, but many things would limit that capability substantially.
 

Analysis of the accuracy of the temperature data gave a result closer
 
to ±0.30 C rather than the desired ±0.10 C. This was not accounted for in the
 
transmission link, since the intervals of the temperature pulses could be
 
resolved repeatively within 200 jsec. The minimum pulse interval, repre
senting 0 C, was 176 msec. Additionally, the temperature data are scanned
 
within a second or so at each reading, including the high- and low-tempera
ture calibrations. Thus, the resolution of the RF-transmission link, plus
 
the continuous updating for drift during the temperature scan, should
 

provide the desired ±0.10 C accuracy during the life of the unit (an unknown
 
being the effects of moisture on the thermistors). However, at the time of
 
these tests, the demodulator was set up to resolve increments of 1 msec,
 
which does not provide the required resolution. More resolution can be had
 
by extending the intervals at the transmitting end, or by increasing the
 
resolution within the demodulator itself. Increasing the transmitted
 
intervals would of course enhance the RF link, but at the expense of
 
interrupting more of the beat-to-beat heart rate. On the other hand, the
 

demodulator could be changed to provide the added resolution without
 
changing the data format. The temperature cycle could be less frequent also.
 

As indicated before, the system has sufficient flexibility within its basic
 
design to allow a variety of easily implemented options for operation.
 

CONCLUSION
 

The system described here provides heart rate and two body temperature
 
measurements. The implantable transmitter is pulsed at each heartbeat with
 
an interruption of 1-2 sec every 50 beats for transmission of temperature
 
data. Low-powered, integrated circuits allow the system to be operated for
 
a year or longer in animals that weigh a few kilograms or more. Direct
 

transmission to an AM receiver operating at 54 MHz is possible at maximum
 
ranges estimated to be 200 m. A retransmitter collar allows long-range
 

transmission at 148 MHz. Radio-frequency links, originally designed for
 
animal tracking, are used for retransmission. Physiological data can be
 
recovered at distances within 80% of the maximum tracking range.
 

The system is designed to provide flexible capabilities, both at the
 
transmitting and receiving ends. The transmitter's circuitry can be readily
 
altered to sample more temperature sensors, and at different heartbeat
 
intervals, or to transmit only the heartbeats or only the temperatures at
 

the decade counts of heartbeats. The demodulator is microprocessor
 
controlled so that software changes and added memory can accommodate trans
mitter modifications, along with linearization of data parameters.
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1;,55,FO LD bE,SI,'TY ;D1 VIDENDSOL-60 h5EC.
 
/ " " "
 

1,o-S;WAD SCJut_ N IN
iW FEu BL if' 1*ERVHL rIME" 
ff't'( 

L:ALL DlVI DkLYE , INRY, HEHRrrkA... 
180 CALL , Tu VECIPI-LBIUS'I.) ....... 


1e LD .. C LIEr H.R. X I 
I6li. OUT FUR f H LE14-.T7"--IF ,C'/- LED 
,O& L & B ;.'t Heat't ;te ;s 100 
/&5 uUI[ P-RP".... .,,'-'a . ,IR 
18/1 IWUR R ;CLERP BUSY FLA/5 

115 L'" (USYY.H Ft 4L'O- If 
12 

T
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TE-NPERI.TURE HND 11-'HRTCR" E1 ,0ELEPETRY O.... t,rODUL A 

0104 1/d4u I.I"
 
W I .u :
 

-,,004 -... STRS HPEERFITLIRE INERVPL IN
 
0104 1655; SE...ENuE: L. TI., f, TS ,REF'.
 
0104 18,1, N4A"VE,,',
CLE- R.",S COUNT 

U, 04 1 7-v ; f:41 *4$to:*:j 40*$*Of *.*4 &-f -f-. t-trv* ri~i *
 
W1$4 iC('- 1
 

&104 &D 25 0/1 1.VS 1If-'LWbUb CALL 859045N 
$318? 180, 

u?..38 06 a.& I81 Lb . TEN.J. CYCLE COLla,(CTRTEPI);uEY 
61R S-L 4-; j/! t- A 

W/90; H MCBY4:Oh?QL C INC UFDFI if W I t 
I.I &J2 06 00 Y LDb (L:-TEIX.Ah,STORE If 

&UJ:,F 21 i-.8 &0 II!L b' 11., S582/IN , PLSHVL I J!
 
01/2 Ti 1920 SDT L
 
C01/3 6T / 9o LV L., fl sURDAFE T CYC-LE ME,

0/14 3, 1S .D. Lb I.1C Y&3 

fl/.. HL-)3 S"RE71-1 

" 1T 5t Lb ,el/11t-' ..' 23 '~ ,1 -' INC 
1 Ii S3,n 67C 1950 LLV, V..DIV IT,' . 

I 9. (S ORDERf;, IC , L F_ . A ;HIUS " I 
0 1/ * 8 ;CLEAR ECG COULNTD96 'OF 
0.1.... 06 V: 1 L D'-"=" 

U0l4 19so0 
0124 19 ;...' RET 
01S 1990 

0125 2Dti& ; 'YD 
u /205 2M/L ; SESIM&JS LA 
015 ul/ -i. fILu VS TEP1FORHRY TI lINER VAL 

&.125. 20 ,"DI . I BE' US5ED.. ON". Q I, ,' 
" ,.... 2.25 L ODHPLl T ,RI "'S 

0125 20$30 

& 12 5 2049H 
0 15 SE 0/ S'045 SYDNE LbJ ft.?HSEf.,rLP SE U BUSMY hALtLi 

011- :2050, 
u fa2, 32 /2 CC 26535 LEI ( PUSYVfR 
0128 2/ 02 01t '50 LL " IL. 1 
t'112b. 2"10109. LbI F (Pt ) , LON,TORDER TIE 
ai 1A, 3z 03 uC 20710 L . "1J , R 7*QP 1" PERIM .DIVYIN) 

f1.1941 1 2t 20,71- 1 U 
2 .... -i, ( HL ; HIGH ORDER 7IPON 

U/ -,,3 3 u4 tC 2D-. Li) (P1TH-f-l/), A.STRE T 
0/35 2090 
..1.6,i- -ET
291 
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TPIPEPI URL ,NDAHEP T ,PlE ,20 ,LL_,,J'E7V,E.IODIU.FOR 

401311Li .	 'il& .,." Lr I,= t*$.. 

0 iiz; 	 .1r DIMiE;
"DIVIDS 


,13 17 ...E.STEPS
". 
0. 37 	 215 ;0 ,1, 

.N013f 	 2054 

00 7-I 	 21 

010Y- 21S5V 
&J'Si 21 b>5 kL2 2122 bl VIDE~ LID 
01)3m- 36 1i 2/eQ LD 
',1DIA: 'kL 0 
0 3F, 217 
Lb3V: I DLOU.iRz$53 LD 
I;I I.I. 
0--1+.. , 1-9 	 2/MOT,,F VE LbDE 

014 7P 2/90 LD 
63143 17 2 1 A I5YL 
0L 4 3- 22"', Lb 

01146 	 72 2210 Lb 
C147 A' 	 22 15 LD 
el;48' 6FDL 26Dl 	 R 
0/4" 	 ,,,+ ," 
01410 	 IX9 ZZ3O LLb 
',14A. 	 1'" Z35 teLRj 
01;. ,4 	 4F :121! Lb) 
014E IL 	 LD 

0150) 	4?r'32A LD 
01 5/ 	 L,I1 CDe~ d '-L1. 

0/54 	 I79:1.7v L V 
5h.1..5 c6$ SUR 

O W,. .1:-	 ':0 LD 
01's? .. 	 WS INC 

0158 	W :W&.t LD 
Ui,59 YE 	 2:-' 5 ;. 
0013 	 2300 
a4l; 	 4F 2 30 L 
0£113 	 L2 66" 1t 2:-. 110.I 
6 1/5E 	 1' 2313 OLC 
0 1-1 v. "ACK- 230 Lb 
61161b 	 $6 PLAOP 
0161 	 4F 2.. LD 
W62,-	2C 

0 :,. 	 2340 LD 
b>164 	 AE 2343 Ab& 
L1165 	 47 MD5~ LD 
bD1&A, 	 23551 

05 	 2 .'60 DSKIP01&62 OC 	 t 
23650 169 	9F ".. 

0u/681 	 DE SO .T S5INC 
016C 	 G£3 &W 0/ 3"' IF' 
016FE 	 2380;I 
c1..6F ES.'.5 DDIV* EL.', 


LII C070 RE T
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r.,4.t..1 

H 16 sir DIVISOR IN THE &C * 

Fl IR-b17 DIVIL:'END IN 
DE R$IJL f RE .RNEL .,EGS. IS 

fite LIE AREGIs S...AS AL 	 E 
: 

lL. ZRLUl ;LJUJNER RDDREn 
HiCT;TR SWIFT COUNT 

SCt.. 

61, E 
I, 

. ROTPTE DIV IS))
.1U" 0 NtER -LALET 1 

D ,. 
14. 

D.... CREPEU BIT CLI"TE 

(HL b b 
Lf,R 
Z, V IF COUUJN1=2. ;RETLJRN*1 

R - .	 PO TR TE RESUL T 
LUFT ONE BIT 

CR 
13.1 

LB R
 
HL .,Di ViiIH 'sET DIVIDEND ADOR.
 

,t CSUSTRhCT LON 
( ,HR1 -PER OF.-YTE 
C.R .. A VIDE. 
IL 

"lipto ;SSRCT HIGH 
HL) BYTE.ORDER 

.. , NO BORROW? 
OKIP ;IF YES DDRESS LO BYTE 

L 
H., C ;UD DIVIDEND 
(HPi
c 1 H 
L" "INCtt.'L: 
RI B 
(ilL) 
B.5
 

1-L.... B. 	 RESTORE ADD,. OF CUTS 
H . WI E M:I'LE1ET CARY 
080H 
DLL'OP 3RE PER 1 

P, L ;STL.' RESULT IN HIL 

http:I79:1.7v


Ei-"'LRTUFT'E HilNl IE.R RR 1E bFI'L FLIIE-TY DEIIOL)ULFITOP 

U;' I /
/".... 

::'4"-. ; :k.,": 
24 t .

4 *;fi**+*~$+*** **j$$f4 

I 

e1,1 
;?'l 

241/06 
2415 ; 
2426 ; 
2425 ; 

16 B17 BlRRY TO W-E' CONYERSILI4 
BIIRRY NUMBER IN HL: 

H-H l L.=LOt ORLER BYTE 
RE3ULT A=,t 00 B=I/o0 C- I 

J; 

eti ;:1 
l ,l.2440 

QI:! IE 
U1" CD 
01F& 4F 
0 1'f7 IE 

/ 
84 0; 

II 

24,3,5* ; 

2445 .'OIBCD 
2450 
2 435 
2460 

. LD 
CALL 
LD 
Lb 

E.,ELEV;I 
BCD 
C, 
EELEW4 

,SET BIT COUNTER 

;SAE L.51G. BCD BYTE 

• 'I C17 
0/;' 
01/1 
0 8-"'Li/OS 

II. 

,D 
417 
"Lr

CS? 

0$ 
84 i 

2,"5 
24,0 BfET: 
2485 

2429,5i 

L 
CLL 
Lb 
Lb 

E-:NIJNE 
-C) 
.,4 

h, L 
.;D)ONE 

0154 li C RIEL S LY, 
'l5 Ilb I. D:--;&IEC E 

S186: 
- ' :-. 

:/S SF 

51 -. 
2152t 
2ti'. 

feEl 
I-DE, 
ADL 

2 
HIL., 
R 

HL 

'A'98 
b/SB 
V I . 
vlE 

27" 
D2 

'23 
3 .5C&0 

b5DI 

1C IiJP 

2. 
254i4 

DAB 
JP 
15.1rnC 

Nt, CVT 
HL 
CVT 
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"EW'ER19,URE AD IER R PHIE SIOI'ELEPIE7'RLVLEPI&LD0h, 

011?256U 

&i= .,A AV;'L T . 

r0=11-L0191.2,e !l 
2575 . 16 61" l'Y IS BIT PULL'IPLICHTfOf. 

I ,/,E..... IIUL JIPLiLhNL> X,,,,-flpuTF'LfL, ,

&191 
......5S'3 

.-,4 
.,eC ,-, ). BC K H=DE REUI_, TERS 

fjl v I 
o.,94 
0194 

IS'Sr7C 

00 :,605 
261S 
25 1
26:23 

PILIL T: 
I 

/LOuJ -

L b 

R
Lb 

D_ ZE-OZ5EE 

;4 
... H 

; 

.CLEAR 

,,,lUCL. 

CRRY 

0196 
1-97 

IF 
67 

62,5 
2630 

R 
L 

. 
I8 

0 "98 
£091 
0/9s

lyS 
, /9c 

O 10 
1; 19E 
0.H, 
019FLW 
01 R 
0/81
01R2 

Dc l 91645 

7C0V-6:, 
ei 
CS 

9 
1 

4F 
7
17 

.. 

26501 

2665 
2i36 
26,'0 

2680 
2685 
2690
2635.R" 

f IFPL/L /IPL 1Em Bi 1I.-i1DL:, Pi,!LND fLO PROO I 
CALL C, P1RDE) 

LD 1, 1i .;E-'IT IF PPER 15 
NID f? 

RET Z ;RETURN 

L ., C. OTHERISE 
RLR SHtIFT 
Lb C.,R MUL TIPLtCRID 
L) R,8 LEFT 

., AND 

0 

/F3 
01t84 
0IR? 
01 A? 

IRAS0 
01R9 

elIB 
/AC 
VIRD 

47 
C3 

79 
83 
5F 
,.zx 
68 
5, 
C9 

94 ul 
z'(Ou 
2?05 
2;710 
2;'1 5 WIDD: 
2?.; 
2' " 

.2,,, 
"'-'-' 
2'40 
2,5 

L)D ,,, 
iF ?ILOOP 

LD RIC 
E 

LI)D L 
LD R. B 
"4O D' 

L.b D, fl 
PET 

REPERT 

IR:DL, PR TIRL 
PRODULIC 
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I'EPIPERRTLIRE RHD HERRT tAWE £10 TELEIlET"WY DEhi DULATOFR 

'BE 

fn I frE BV 

,illsIlLIt TIPLIES DEEk&o_ 16t Ir
 

t-,, ,., F PL.CES IN 


IRE 102'6', ";:S:L'''. IC 

RAO -ND RESLILT DE 

HEQIS A,*, JFEe: -. L.. BBbEOiI RE ,;. .+i
 

tiIiE 7953 *' f~f****'**~f.* P*4 4.***i-4 f***f*** 

et,6IBE 0 PIPY I, LF P10WE HL TO DE:.A5t, LD 

L,IRF 62 28 tU LL HtD 

FV ,.olc.. I/5 Lb B-v ;SEJ LIP COUNT 
062 B7 28o I. a XLLER CHLRRY
 

0183 2825
 
blB3 534 20-0 LOOPI: 111C B 
01&4 7D ..... Lb P, L 

;' .,~ I.LI/5E.- 2840 B _, 1YP , 11,"8' 
6- .I..5 LL) L, ;PULTIPL' RESLI T 

0 B ?c Me LD B., H e 

RLFh 

I. I ..s, LR EIGHT
 
IB. 67 2.Lb HR
 

b ',,8 ".-'2865 1c.+ 

K/, 86 80' NIZ.LLWPIB HL REG.O1 ,S 

O8?'5' 
0/,.E 6;1 k; UI/' A .411LTIPL V.....
018F I 2&5 LD R.. .; RGRIN 

£i1="5Th .',25 L... m0. 1 COi. P iR 
0 !w¥1 LO E" 17-11& "'55 

e-,2 290,, L) R.,:D 
,I :3 2LI,51?17 ,lA..

C 0 e :: 10 U.,L' P1 -J,,,2 IN E RE&. 
-IC519 z9, PI) HLDE ;fD X& i-.X2 

0IC6 El ';9" EV DEE, hL RESLIL T 1? PEOIL., "L""r";
L '-' ..-+- 2-. PE 
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l'El''12cflUE"RN HERRV IkRTE .0 1,_ LLtIETRV DL.EILDUL il'UR 

u ICS .'!".4 

,. 
0 fC61.2955 COPIPU TES "11 RUD. T2 (I,,,£,,.-.11,N 
,IC,_, ,--. TIIPOU'f:
 

68" 2--66:t 

I'F N,
e.1:& 129"'1 1*5 IP NOT" UPRTEL, OR 
0 1 CS: 2980 I:"T(L/t#<'NOlNH)-[O IS OR,k NE&HTfVE 

0 ._.S_38 IF RE.-,LL)r i S .1" 530 1'T ,fIS R Tf5 
CS 2990 

1CS. ,995 OUTPf-S'REUL_TS'10 FRONT PRNEL 

CSAl-5VSRELES :,IFNG CRITI'CHL0,~t 1 INTEIIP~IS DUR 
0 1IS 30-16 c_:LClr*a r1"u. oNi.
 

LCl-'' l3,,, , THPOWI'I: LD All DUE St.*[ BUSYr FLfRa 

3 I CD c11 ... LDS51 (Ei.'6L:N1),R.EC13 L.001l11=1 

1'r;ll ,.*:&.6"o 38:£,'t; LD 1u:TP TL_/l R, 7Ehf'P C 71 -,
ki ItD4 3"61;5 
&.104 
uI DL. 

21 
1 

RC.L 3060O 
Vu -'3 5" 

LD 
L.1" 

HL.,
R.,eu 

GFPT6ET fT oREF)
;a H-C TC 

el 1085 FE 06' "E" &P U'-DW"- .' 
0 tDRP ,"C ID 0t2 3"-3,5 Cti.L Z.,7S7 '-_,-.IF -"0 ."LETUN 
biIDE,.

ID 21 Ot? 

O1Eb 4E 
.ic'" 

ri., 

30"~'Sb1G"" 
,..Uoo~ 

3051V' LI)
C. I'Y 

T" 0 (''",E."-
HL.,"IEP_' ,l:.,7f (=-. 
t..,(HL X HP LO ORDRc-V 

LO L , 
JtI 9 ., 

0I.-3:'(3 i" 
..209 

,3 1 U 
,.H 

L,IV'll"lq .pfi[rFL.1-,__,UL7 
V.L I..21 

k~~CSIi:E 
c1 0 

3 11Lu 
LD 
.. 

HL., 
R.10L 

_, 2...',.

,, F73,.,'57+Lb HL I' T-O" - IGLr: 

46" 

.... LD 6BOIL. 
LIEL: 711,"'
 

6"1EE 2E "1..... 6 L.JTC-I&HG PE" 
O3!Ei DR 0,9 03 31t~ :"., 6- 1F NE&H TI'VE E''I131 I-.Lt'lLf 
L~r 14G DIT+IR.TOE f"F 3140L 
0..-1 2 3-a' j ,-u .,IET 7"!PCIPVR,,-.... INC 

IF6 C5 .,...PL!_H ....
 

"f.;..
c'o L;Q ,, P-,Ot72"7 f 1:' ll LEDr digp'la'," 

iFF ..,'"P F R,","
 

Ole 191LI! ). ..... ,L ... 0t W3V) .11oo 11 . .- L.fL, ,,1. . 
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TEI"E,nTUhNE ", ,H ,_H~IVE -,..l','c,E,,E'TK.
,rPRR*1r" 

WAR 3.,"40 . 

Wo201,, -
0:208B F8 3,,.5.., CLRFLG' ElI
 
0 OGC RF "'--0 No R'"" B..,_./DIrrLHt&
., ER F 

- io "32-M .) ,H •-."l 025D W oc ",' +6-,,.c- ... .*--'O-"RE'c'
 
02b,3,1,1111_,0'0C 172." L.ID~t ,El. 

02?i J II 10I.2"5LV', L ", V... . " 3" a,,,. 


0z~~ I,_ f?330Ct. /}.r PO ,.,. ' PO .MI 

0218 .E ..3.,]t'j ,P ).,HL 7;&' ,E'IURW 70 CLA'" FLzi 

021L) 3 1.. 

Ui2 / E-,'"2333"0 Ilk:C HL 
0.21F ,-'E" ,," R, (HL .3f,_,., LL) 


0228-C& :,..,e'06'; 
 -- _0 ,-_., BYr,
"rb'r LOIM 

'":0229 L11Lb H.C RES....TO.,RE e:HidqH)c...h"

022," 3361i 

..... o, ulTII/"V ". AUl ; CRL L:ULRffE I EM'Pr~r 


.......311 1 SUS C.. 
022H., Q 338 Lb C.R 

Vt22B 23: W3..- INC IT SU Mac.,I'n. 

A222C iE.,34.;k 1O,.'°' r; ILr5 r(IF 

'o 
DR ,n2 ,70-M 
.4;' 

.... 
-4 .i 

it' 
LI) 

C,t.,%"EWL 
""I " 

, I Ect-tTIVE. RETURNV 
i"'" " 

023j" M 3.0..... 
.... 3 .1,5,t ;h, T OR" T2 

02-1E DH/ 3466 LF I-C.,,,. IFNTE .NA" TR 
02.... ....3 ' .- ...... L. D H * F"TV VE., -IS l -T -U 

0E.49 CD) 91 01 34,5 CALL HULl" .,L CULRI37 71 OR TI! 

024-= "'_ 34} 'tf LID' R" :kesult. N.%1'R.. 
02 1p, RE3 r"I 
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"fEIMPER FT LIRE BUD -I"" RUE, tE TI?.HEART . EL L' IJODufToR 

3246 boom 
0248 W±# ;D 9$0 
0048 35L, .; DrD AL &V FCnLLAE((11 O... 1U CM- rUL-...1 'r .. 

024-3 3033 .," ?10 0' F ,NO7" ROUND RESUL 
0248 24 r r..r#:+.fXi .r ,.. -+,4$*vf-r:+f+r* 

024E"+ + C., V ILEn..--
, 

2- 03 6C, 3-60 ')? L)- h'E".I... .-,.- r 

M32E 35701YL-

8'24E _6. L 2 35-0 CULL D IJ V L 
02t;, E5 W~85 PLISH MHL .. SVE REMJINDER~..L . ~ .. "C..%...j.. t , , ,l.- +.-, a 2 ,.-i, 

0236 M_7601 PL.'' V. 

U251,L1 J60 Pup HL ;5IIV AESLULT cu, o'!0 5.. - ,'0.Ii 

025D0258 L 0'e5 3620 ,,pP:Iu S. NL2,nf' L:ALL E LU:?INE 
, .. ' o ... n, . ,.. ;iLL ,,, ,,I , 'rn '4+L6.,L L: U: . 

0.5. . -f, -.a 1V. ............Q. IV . , R I' L
 

0261" MES63 E:: DE, HL 3kLS*LL' 10JHL'326-3 3J!CI"iLI :r' i. i UT T 
02M 3,4 

.. ... _'___..I) ,!: E + L.. GR[ 
0263362i0
 

,263 -" 366- WE> .... - , , 

'32W Sfi &673i V 
U26 DO 3680o RE T 14C ;RE TURN IF POSITIVYE 

C3,=o/'" JP E;EVD ..."' 36 
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TEI1PERITUIRE ID H;.'Rk T RR[E,P10ELEP,ETRV DEPIODULfI 1OR 

025B 369.5 ;**$*****$****P***%**$*
 
eLi '6 3"thLi
 
COSS 37W5 DIV 160:
 
026p, 31,I, CRLLED BY DIVSP: IF CRLCULRTES
 

" H026B 3' 5.LINKNONN) BY DIVIDING DECO lVIDEND) 
0268 31.20 BY HL (DIVISOR RNDC REPRINL)ER) 
6268 37.25 .D=RESLiL F 
8261 331. 

2269 	 3,735 
626' 3?40 . 
026S' 22 67 OC 3745 DYVICO: L.D ( 'FEP)HL.SRVE DIVISIR 

21 3.,6E LI) HLBNL1N .5"L'RE BIT COUNT05 LC,50 
02?! .. 3,55 ('HL ).,,6 L) ELEVN 
u27&. W GO 00 31,160 LD ; 11.ER1I1¢T RESULT 
0276 Cv 35 pUSH BC 

02 7..,.. LUIOPD: LD R.-E .UE LI/R DIVIDND BY? 
02,168 1 -"... RLF 
cl,::-N5, . ..,3 L.5 .A ;SHIFF DIVIDEND 
2,A 	7 LD F.,L. 

.... .LEFT,., I7 	 RLA ONE 21 7 
0'?U 57 - 3800 L It) A 

2,&5 35 DC (l L) ;DEC COUNT 
3.,E El 38II-' il- ;RLSkS E TEMPP RE'LL T 

"" I S_ZERO COLIN F' 
02b0 3E C0 .u, Lrl A. ZE-Ru 

.. &1 00.... .O AD0D ". LtRf.;Lb 
S 

02 !j - "y3T Lb B., H .,HL lO HL.C. 
.DD o-.3tl 	 ...IS/a F LEFT lJibE 

.:.-,-_.1840 	 ,ADLD t 

3 II	 ...... ,LJ-,~o --.. t 	 V,/Y!HYt 1EPGFTb1VSr P 
U) L21 tW CCT1 

...... .3L ,-,., ; TEMP RESUL T 

028,: " YCu 3&7.,o 'J.- t., [...'ncrWD, 
. A L. H,..LL . c'r r..c

02 Vl L)2 91 2 "' -""- "; 
4~R I E- S0- or,

" 
'. C 0(**"t3* , , r. .'i 'flYC L '-IcrL'EI'r 

zr .-. H *fl f*'D 'CtC7" 
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029CL 

te kI 

"2*' 

2F 

&2&: 
ei8: 

0263. 

02CY 

032D2 


6i20,L 
WlEI 

62E2 

U2IL 

62EF 


Itt': L'TZ T FL;1 i "), * flTC '1- ' 

AW 

301I 
JE 1n-

u2-;1 al O 
S31 .. , I.'.'rL .326 .,, 

O M;Ur 

..: - u"O

22I- 1N'.2 


' C ,2 

I~I-s.Fra b2' 402.."iL.t 7 L 

Z'S 6~ 0r3's 4 iS&j 

r, ft.415 is. 1 ~ 
-;E< 4S1 VH'. , 
Lb Oz 0, 4945LL 

03 u u455 

2 w2'ut 

vzc 1i.Fb2 V2~i :T5L 

4073 
t-a*:;w LICL *:L. 

2 "C40l*Li) 

;,x 41:.u2, p t. s-vCi L 
ni-- - I 15,X~ 

Fe6 413: 
b~i"if 454Ar -2 

LbOdE4 4 1 -5. 

Ct) 8h Del 4 160 PEN/D; 

' 7.*-:' P I\, i. 4E i ,. P*it * f,' A'L 

I-I

iS TU,'L' 

FU' IL 'S 
L.F ,' ~'l E 

Lt. 4111-1-.1 Ji5 

I', *2UN LYP ,CL,,-,! 

JES L.A PLU 

Oji LE o'IHE RL 

*; -.- r47.r RO~ 

L 9~ 
LID LE.U' TZEt. TIIIE RE 

vr NE-I, H Tl" L60 11E 

LI) cs THE+.I!s flc PLD 
LWAL ( r PL+:".t 

CF!ifPLL7FI 4LE 

0r~xuI .UECair/c 

kELMA'T), P, 

bI'll. I riLE rSrF 

LbL. *"?1R IfvEFuULUI 
J-U B, Et-l;4 1'f E IFNO-V 

.Jf~tFPi .L~N ~-/k I O 4/ 

tL L rDL,3OI- IrF.TO NORNU~rL 
6W2or 4 165 REl' 
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.'E11PERh711?E IER, ,3 I'15f ELE" FY EIODLILR f ufN 

I. I 1 ! e*I|c,.Ii I E DO 71 1 eI 

2F3' 
OLT-

4 's 
12i ; hL 

4 )tj5 
4 
4-

~ LFOL-, 
: ISEL? 

1-P WSLE .4 F, 
.. *tan. iwL,.za 

" 

02..F3 

.Ce 
- .1tjuS 
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Figure 19.- Tap view of demodulator. 
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Figure 21.- Front panel of demodulator.
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Figure 22.- Continued circuit diagrams of the demodulator.
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